A series of simple hierarchical self-assembly steps achieve selforganization from the centimeter to the subnanometer-length scales in the form of square-centimeter arrays of linear nanopores, each one having a single chiral helical nanofilament of large internal surface area and interfacial interactions based on chiral crystalline molecular arrangements.
A series of simple hierarchical self-assembly steps achieve selforganization from the centimeter to the subnanometer-length scales in the form of square-centimeter arrays of linear nanopores, each one having a single chiral helical nanofilament of large internal surface area and interfacial interactions based on chiral crystalline molecular arrangements.
aluminum oxide | liquid crystal | chirality | nanoconfinement | bent-core C ontrolled nanoscale self-assembly (SA) is one of the most important subjects in chemistry, physics, and materials science and technology. Currently, soft matter systems such as block copolymers (BCPs), biomaterials, colloids, supramolecules, and liquid crystals (LCs) are widely explored as building blocks for self-assembly because of their diverse themes of nanostructural organization (1) (2) (3) . Of particular interest in this effort are nanostructures that are hierarchically SA over a broad range of length scales, because these both advance basic SA science and promise practical uses in a broad array of materials applications (4) . Here we present a composite nanomaterial system based on hierarchically template-assisted self-assembly (TSA) wherein, in absence of any predisposed pattern, a series of hierarchical steps spontaneously produces, over square centimeter areas, nanopore arrays with large internal surface areas of chiral crystal interfaces.
This system is based on the marriage of two robust SA scenarios: (i) the formation of films of Al 2 O 3 populated with arrays of nanometer-scale pores by the anodic oxidation of aluminum, combined with (ii) the helical crystalline nanofilament formation of the B4 phase of bent-core mesogenic molecules (4) . Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) films are one of the most widely used nanoporous media, spontaneously forming uniform cylindrical pores, 5-450 nm in diameter and many microns long, with a high areal density (∼10 9 pores/cm 2 ) and low polydispersity in size (Materials and Methods) (5-7). Such AAO pores have been used as templates for the organization of soft matter nanostructures, such as BCP lamellae, cylinders, and other structures (8) (9) (10) . In these and other AAO-based self-assembled nanosystems, fabrication extends down to the mesoscopic-length scales, the interfaces produced being fluid or amorphous solid structures. Approaches for generating intrapore interfaces with the controlled atom-scale organization required for many applications, for example, the electrodeposition of crystals (11, 12) , generally plug the pores. We sought to explore systems that combined robust crystalline ordering with a definitive crystal morphology that would enable the fabrication by SA of clear channels with crystal interfaces running through the length of the AAO pores. The helical nanofilaments reported here represent a striking realization of this goal, promising a host of chemical and photonic applications, for example in nonlinear optics (13) (14) (15) .
Results
Our choice for crystalline component is the recently characterized helical nanofilament (HNF) phase of bent-core mesogenic molecules, in which molecular monolayers grow from an isotropic melt or higher temperature LC phase in the form of linear HNFs made up of twisted crystalline monolayer ribbons (16, 17) . This growth mode is very robust, filling space with close packed parallel arrays of HNFs in the neat LC material, or forming porous networks of uniformly structured HNFs in mixtures, even at low concentration.
The HNF growth mechanism is sketched in Fig. 1 for 1,3-phenylenebis[4-(4-nonyloxyphenyliminonetyl)benzoate] (NOBOW), the well-studied bent-core molecule used here (16, 17) . NOBOW has two rigid arms (c: rigid aromatic core parts) and two tails (t: aliphatic groups) connected by the center aromatic ring. NOBOW and similarly structured molecules form smectic phases of molecular monolayers that are strongly segregated into core and tail sublayers within distinct half-layers showing antisymmetric packing behavior (18) on either side of the layer midplane. In this NOBOW layer structure the molecular planes are tilted from the layer normal and the molecular bend directions are uniformly oriented to give macroscopic polarization along helical axis f (Fig. 1B) , a combination that makes the layer chiral, even though NOBOW is an achiral molecule.
An additional feature of this layer structure is that the local internal elastic energy of the layer is the lowest if it has a saddle splay distortion shown in Fig. 1B (17, 19) , a tendency that is so strong in the B4 phase that its in-plane crystalline order cannot appear unless the layers can grow in a saddle splayed geometry (20) . This condition is satisfied by the growth upon cooling of twisted ribbons having the preferred saddle splay near their centerline. In such a ribbon, the saddle splay curvature decreases with distance from the centerline (along f), making increase in lateral Significance Bent-core mesogenic molecules form smectic liquid crystal phases in which the molecular layers are locally polar and chiral, and have a built-in tendency for saddle splay curvature, a combination that fills bulk neat bent-core smectics with self-assembled helical nanofilament bundles of twisted layers. This observation led us to explore the growth mode of such smectics under conditions of nanoconfinement and the remarkable observation reported here that single nanofilaments readily grow in linear nanoscale pores, generating a new motif of hierarchically selfassembled hybrid organic/inorganic structures for applications in chiral synthesis and separation. width (w) thermodynamically unfavorable beyond a certain size, filaments width (w) in the range of 20 nm < w < 54 nm (19) . Typically, multiple layers grow together to make a nanofilament stack of N layers, which are also limited by decreasing saddle splay curvature in the outermost layers. Thus, the HNF structure typically has a width w∼30 nm consisting of N∼7 of 4-nm-thick layers with 2D crystalline order, twisted with a half pitch (hp) in the range 100 nm < hp < 125 nm. The HNFs are chiral, reflecting the chirality of the layers, and form large spontaneously chiral conglomerate domains, which can be hundreds of microns in size, in which every nanofilament has the same handedness. In molecular homologs of NOBOW with chiral tails, the HNFs form a homogeneously chiral phase (21) . Freeze-fracture transmission electron microscopy (FF-TEM) study of the HNFs shows clearly the distinct layer surface (LS) regions and layer edge regions (LE) that make up the HNF surface, as shown in Fig. 1B .
These features make the HNF growth motif potentially interesting for applications requiring self-assembled nanoporous structures (4, 22) , leading us to search for methods to control the macroscopic organization and alignment of the HNF arrays. Achieving such control has proven to be challenging, with conventional LC aligning methods such as optical-or mechanical-rubbed polymer surfaces (23, 24) for aligning bent-core LCs failing completely. However, some recent works have reported the successful achievement for this issue (25) using the combination of topographical confinement thermal gradients and external shear forces (26) , the directionally rubbed cells with rod-like guiding materials (15, 27) , and the chemically modified surfaces (28) . These investigations for macroscopic organization led us to explore HNF growth under conditions of confinement in pores, and we were surprised to find conditions under individual perfect HNFs grow in each pore in an AAO array ( Fig. 1 C and D) . Within each AAO pore, the pore inner surface and the HNF outer surface form a clear channel, which, by virtue of the HNF structure, is comparable in size to the HNF dimension, w, and is surfaced on the outer face by the pore wall, and on the inner face by the chiral crystalline surfaces of the HNF. Here, we systematically vary AAO pore diameters (d AAO ) from 20 to 200 nm and at a fixed depth of 5 μm (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ), describing how the helical pitch, width, and even the intrinsic structure of the HNFs can be controlled by the spatial confinement. The confined HNFs are directly investigated by microscopy and diffraction techniques, including SEM, TEM, and in situ grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD). Precise control of such nanoconfined HNFs promises an important route to novel nanoporous media. Of particular interest is to note that the AAO pores are selfassembled, generating channels with amorphous surfaces principally useful for size separation. The HNF growth, a second, hierarchical self-assembly step, dresses the channel with ordered surfaces that provide a path to a much broader range of applications based on nanostructure control (29, 30) .
To prove AAO/HNF composite formation, 5-μm-thick nanoporous AAO films were synthesized as described in Materials and Methods. Neat NOBOW was filled into the pores of the dried AAO films by capillarity in the isotropic phase (∼190°C; described in Fig. 1A and Materials and Methods), and then was gradually cooled to room temperature with the rate of 5°C/min, forming the HNF phase. The heating stage was placed under the AAO film to generate a temperature gradient parallel to the pore direction, with temperature lowest at the top of the AAO film, where the nucleation of HNFs begins at the B2-B4 phase transition temperature during the TSA cooling process. Remarkably, this sort of gradient cooling leads to the growth of a single HNF in each AAO pore. These filaments typically maintain a fixed structure and handedness all along their confining pore as they grow. The handedness of the intrapore HNFs is the same as that of the local conglomerate domains of the bulk HNF phase found on the sample top outside of the AAO pores, from which the pore material was nucleated (Fig. 1D) . The chirality over the whole sample of similar bent-core LCs in bulk state can be controlled to induce homochirality by adding a small amount of chiral doping agent (31) . With temperature cycling in absence of bulk material, the chirality is not controlled or communicated between pores, so pores with both handedness appear, although the nanoconfined HNFs showed very precisely defined handedness, pitch, and structure within a given pore ( Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S4). In this study, once HNFs are formed in the pores, the residual bulk material on the AAO film surface was removed to exclude such bulk HNFs effect (Materials and Methods).
The dependence of HNF structure on AAO pore size was extensively studied, principally by direct visualizing with SEM and TEM (Fig. 2) . It was found that the pore diameter range for maintaining the HNF helix was 0.7 w bulk < d AAO < 2 w bulk . Fig. S4 ) upon pore-widening, where hp 0 is the half-pitch (110 nm) of bulk HNF, indicating systematic control of HNF structure could be realized. Systematic in situ GIXD measurement shows that the d-spacing (d) of smectic layers is fixed at the intrinsic bulk value regardless of pore size (Figs. [3] [4] [5] . From this result, we conclude that the amount of NOBOW material as well as the number of smectic layers, N, that can be filled into an AAO nanopore increases as d AAO increases. Therefore, we expect there to exist an inherent size range over which HNFs can maintain a regular helical shape, related to that previously derived for free filaments, although not necessarily the same (17) . HNF growth tip splitting, the principal mode of the HNF phase propagating to fill space, does not occur within the pores. With excess space in the pore, the HNF structure changes to enable a single filament to fill the pore diameter, in fashion similar to that of the BCP nanostructures grown in oversized pores (9) . If pore size is increased beyond d AAO = 80 nm, then bulk-like HNF growth behavior begins to reappear in the pores, including the appearance of multiple filaments, that can also be well-ordered along the AAO pore (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) .
To investigate the molecular-scale internal organization of this hierarchical superstructure of nanoconfined NOBOW, GIXD experiments were carried out, enabling the diffraction study of oriented filaments, effectively a monodomain (Fig. 3) . Basically, X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments can provide the morphological and statistical information of various kinds of materials, and the use of this conventional XRD combined with the grazing incidence geometry makes a powerful synergy for probing the inplane as well as out-of-plane structures of materials on the substrate. This technique can also be used to observe nanoconfined HNFs, showing both the molecular and layer arrangements (Figs. 4 and 5) . Diffraction pattern images were obtained on cooling through the thermal phase transitions from the isotropic to the B2 and HNF phases ( I(q,χ) , symmetrically distributed about the pore and filament axis (f) direction. (The value of χ is defined as azimuthal angle deviation from the helical axis f as indicated in Fig. 3. ) Previously, structure factor information on HNFs has been obtained using powder diffraction on unoriented samples or using electron diffraction from single in-plane domains in single B4 smectic layers (17) . These pioneering experiments permitted a structural analysis of the in-plane crystal ordering and its orientation relative to the ribbon growth direction in the simple twisted nanofilaments that comprise the bulk HNF phase, summarized in Fig. 4 G and H, which in turn enable here a detailed understanding of the HNF X-ray structure factor under conditions of AAO pore confinement. In both these earlier experiments on the bulk HNF phase and the confined HNF data presented here, the diffraction patterns obtained can be viewed as representing the X-ray structure factor of single HNFs, because the scattering appears not to exhibit any features arising from interference between neighboring filaments. Fig. 5 shows the full evolution of the GIXD I(q) patterns, where I(q) is circular averaged intensity, obtained upon cooling. The B2 smectic layering peak at q = 1.6 nm −1 appears first. I(q) gives orientation information on both interlayer (Fig. 5A , black box) and intralayer molecular arrangements (Fig. 5C, magenta box) . In Fig. 5 , intensities in the small-and wide-angle regions from I(q,χ) in SI Appendix, Figs. S5 and S6) are circularly averaged over χ to given I(q) for HNFs in the d AAO = 30-nm (black rectangles), 60-nm (magenta circles), and 80-nm (blue triangles) AAO pores. These results can be separately analyzed into two distinctive categories: one is the wide-angle region representing the in-plane aromatic core (c) and aliphatic alkyl chain (t) packing according to the reference (17) , and the other is the small-angle region showing interlayer information. Indeed, the peak positions in I(q) are consistent with those found previously for the B2 and B4 phases, and thus reveal a clear thermal phase transition from B2 to B4. The B2 smectic layers are fluid, showing no evidence of inplane ordering structure in the high-angle scattering in the range 12 nm −1 < q < 17 nm −1 of intralayer region (Fig. 5C , magenta box). The layering diffraction peak at the small-angle region shows strong intensity anisotropy, with a peak at χ = 0°indicating an orientation having the layer normal along the pore axis ( Fig. 5A ; T > 140°C). In the bulk phase, the B2 layering peak is resolution limited in width, typical of quasi long-ranged fluid smectic layer ordering (17) .
The transition upon cooling to the HNF phase is marked by alltrans ordering and extension of the aliphatic tails and smaller molecular tilt, both of which tend to make the layers thicker, giving the HNF layering peak at q ∼ 1.3 nm −1 ( Fig. 5A ; T < 140°C). Fig.  5A shows that this B4 layer peak is broader than that of the B2, as observed in the bulk B4, a consequence of the finite size of the As the pore size increases in this range, the overall filament diameter, w, also increases proportionally (w ∼ d AAO ), whereas hp increases less than ∼20%, such that the helix angle ψ = tan filaments (17) . The angular distribution in χ (Fig. 4) of the HNF layering is now maximum at χ = 48∼70°(SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ), evidence for a complete restructuring of the layer organization upon HNF formation.
The B2-HNF transition is also marked by the appearance of peaks in the range 12 nm −1 < q < 17 nm
, indicating in-plane ordering (Fig. 5C, magenta box) . The radial FWHM, Δq ∼0.5 nm −1 , of these peaks indicates that this ordering is short ranged, i.e., hexatic. The strong angular azimuthal intensity variation of the high angle peaks in χ in Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Figs. S5-S8 indicates the alignment of the HNFs in the AAO pores, combined with a definite orientation or orientations of the in-plane hexatic lattice relative to the filament axis. Insight into this internal HNF structure can be gained from Fig. 4 G and H, which present scattering patterns obtained from electron diffraction (ED) study of the hexatic inplane ordering in HNF ribbon monolayers at bulk state, for comparison with the GIXD data of the HNFs aligned in the AAO pores. The in-plane lattice was found to be centered rectangular with herringbone packing of the lath-like arms of the upper and lower molecular half-arms, shown in Fig. 1A . The X-ray form factor of the molecule (roughly a 2D sheet normal to each half-arm) limits orientations where the lattice strongly scatters to those where the arms of one of the half-layers are parallel to the incident X-ray wave vector (the form factor condition), in which case only that half-layer is seen, as represented by the ED patterns for the violet and yellow half-layers in Fig. 4G . The dominant in-plane reflections are the (1, 1) and (0, 2) of the 2D rectangular Bravais lattice. The layer polarization is along the (1, 1) direction, which is also the ribbon growth direction (cyan arrow), so that the (1, 1) rows define the edge of a growing hexatic ribbon. In a twisted ribbon, both layer halves will be observed because the form factor condition will be satisfied for both, although at different places in the ribbon. For a single ribbon, the overall scattering will be the superposition of that of the two halves, yielding the pattern symmetric about the ribbon direction (Fig. 4G, green arrow) . Bulk native HNF is an assembly of twisted ribbons, shown for the simplest case in Figs. 1B and 4H .
With the X-ray beam incident normal to the HNF axis (Fig.  4H, magenta arrow) , of a simple HNF, the places where the form factor condition can be met are roughly in the vicinity of the red ellipses in the outermost ribbons. Thus, only a small fraction of the total volume of an HNF (a few degrees of rotation about the HNF axis) can contribute to the observed in-plane scattering. At these locations the angle ψ between the ribbon axis (Fig. 4H, cyan) and the HNF axis is large, typically through ψ ∼ -45°(counterclockwise) on the front side of a left-handed HNF, contributing the composite diffraction pattern of Fig. 4G, rotated through -45° . The backside of the HNF contributes a similar pattern rotated through ψ ∼ +45°, giving an overall pattern that is the superposition of these, represented in Fig. 4G for ψ = ±45°. In this geometry the resulting superposition has (0, 2) reflections, both in the direction of the filament axis and normal to it, and the (1, 1) reflections in the directions ∼45°from the filament axis. A visual comparison of the superposition of Fig. 4G with those of Figs. 4 A-C and H, and SI Appendix, Figs. S5-S8 shows that this picture describes qualitatively the GIXD patterns found for the AAO-confined HNFs. Quantitatively, the reciprocal lattice vector magnitudes q (1, 1) and q (0,2) match quite closely in the GIXD and ED data (SI Appendix, Fig.  S8 ). In the ED, the (0, 2) reflection is the strongest, whereas in the GIXD it is the (1, 1) , a difference that can be attributed to different form factors in the two cases. The small-angle scattering from the , and 80 nm (C and F), respectively. Regardless of pore size, all patterns exhibit the same peak positions over a whole q range, but there is a clear tendency for the increase of Δχ with d AAO , giving the distribution of layer orientations in the q r , q z scattering plane. (G) The layers in bulk HNFs are the ribbons with distinct oblique herringbone lattices for the two half-molecular sublayers; these produce correspondingly rotated electron diffraction patterns, which superimpose to give the oriented ribbon diffraction pattern relative to the ribbon growth direction (cyan arrow). (H) The ribbon growth direction is rotated by ∼±45°relative to the filament axis f, giving an overall diffraction pattern for nanoconfined HNFs. The AAO channel provides the isothermal growing environment leading to a local HNF centroid that is on a helical line and a rotation of the layers from the bulk condition in H where the layer normal is perpendicular to f. smectic layering also originates from only a small fraction of the filament (Fig. 4H, green ellipses) . Fig. 4 A-C present GIXD patterns for HNFs grown in porous AAO films having a series of different pores, showing that as d AAO increases from 30 to 80 nm, the azimuthal width Δχ of the (1, 1) and (0, 2) diffraction peaks increases from Δχ ∼27°to Δχ ∼73°. This variation can be understood from the SEM images in Fig. 2 for this range of d AAO , where the angle between the ribbon and HNF axes is seen to increase with increasing d AAO from ψ ∼43°to ψ ∼61°, producing a broader arc in the superposition of scattering from the front rear sides of the HNF. The outermost ribbons of the HNF become more concave with larger radius, as shown in the sketches in Fig. 4 D and F . The mass centroid of the HNF in the plane normal to its length is lying on the HNF long axis in the case of simple twist shown in Fig. 1B , but becomes helical in the AAO-confined HNFs, becoming more of a twisted "telephone cord" type structure, seen in Figs. 1 and 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 . The structural sketches in Figs. 1, 4 D-F , and 5 are directly motivated by the images in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 . This complexity increases the volume fraction within the HNF satisfying the form factor condition, producing an increase in scattering intensity with increasing d AAO , which is much faster than d AAO 2 , as expected from increasing overall HNF volume. For example, SI Appendix, Fig. S6 shows that the integrated intensity in the (1, 1) reflections increases as d AAO increases from 30 to 80 nm. The enhanced complexity of the HNF structure is also evident in the small-angle layer diffraction peaks, which move from their location at χ = ±70°in 30-nm pores to smaller χ ∼ ±48°in 80-nm pores, as can be seen in SI Appendix, Fig. S5 , a result of the rotation of the normal vector s to smaller angles from the HNF axis as d AAO is increased (Fig. 4 D-F) .
The HNF growth mode in the AAO pores is clearly a manifestation of the hierarchical self-assembly of HNFs found in the bulk phase. In the bulk, the transition into the HNF phase occurs at very dilute nucleation sites. Nucleation of the B4 spawns a filament of a particular handedness, which by tip-splitting processes that preserve handedness (19) generates a bouquet-like array of daughter HNFs having the same handedness. The resulting domain is completely homochiral and between two glass plates can extend for distances up to 1 mm, i.e., one nucleation event generates HNFs of the same handedness of total length over 100 μm, clear evidence that once a handedness is established in the growth of a filament it does not change. Thus, HNFs do not change handedness within a given AAO channel and tend to be homochiral over areas observable in SEM, probably growing into the channels from a homochiral adjacent bulk phase. However, the SEM images also show clear instances of HNFs of opposite handedness in nearby AAO channels (SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S3); given the dominant homochirality of bulk samples, this clearly suggests that filaments can nucleate in the AAO pores, rather than only growing from a homochiral bulk.
The most remarkable feature evident in our data are the growth of only single HNFs in AAO pores up to d AAO ∼80 nm, more than two times the diameter and four times the cross-sectional area of the typical single bulk HNFs. When d AAO is increased to 200 nm, the bulk growth mode of multiple filaments, in this case of filament width w∼30 nm, returns (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Single-filament growth within a pore represents a complete suppression of the tip-splitting mode of spawning new filaments that is dominant in the bulk. Thus, as d AAO is increased from the d AAO ∼30 nm, comparable to the bulk native HNF diameter, the growth mode evolves to produce larger-diameter filaments of similar structure, as sketched in Fig. 4 D-F .
HNF growth upon cooling is an exothermic process, with temperature increasing at the growth front as the entropy of the isotropic or B2 liquid is expelled. The tip-splitting is a form of the Mullins-Sekerka instability, in which a fluctuation of a nonbifurcated growth front toward formation of a tip is amplified by the conduction of heat parallel to the front and away from the tip, cooling it and thereby promoting its growth. This tip-splitting process is changed substantially when the growth of a filament takes place inside an AAO pore. In this circumstance, the LC is surrounded by Al 2 O 3 , a material with thermal conductivity κ = 30 W/mK, one of the largest among nonmetallic materials (32) and ∼200 times larger than that of typical LCs. Even with the pores, the overall film should have κ values ∼10 times that of the LC, making the AAO film nearly isothermal in a temperature gradient along the pore direction. In this case the HNF growth will be very fast, with the released heat conducted to the cold end by the pore walls. Within a pore with a growing filament, the combination of heat release from growth and the isothermal boundary condition produces a strong tendency for growth to occur near the pore wall, where the principal heat flux is into the wall, effectively thermally short-circuiting the tip-splitting process, similar to the HNF growth in a solvent medium (33) . This condition also changes the basic growth mode of the filaments from the twisted ribbon mode having the centroid of the filament along a straight line to the telephone cord mode where the centroid is on a helical line, enabling the growing filament to remain in contact with the pore wall as it grows along the pore. This behavior is qualitatively evident from the images of the grown filaments as the pore diameter is increased from 30 to 80 nm pores and likely results from the thermal conduction into the AAO, limiting temperature rise in the LC near the pore walls as the latent heat is released.
In this paper we have explored a path of interrelated processes of self-assembly that lead to an exotic heterostructure of chiral nanoscale channels, by combining self-assembled nanopore formation via the anodic oxidation of aluminum with the spontaneous appearance of chirality in conglomerate helical nanofilament domains. This overall morphology provides direct evidence for the proposal that the HNF motif is stabilized by an intralayer frustration that drives local saddle splay. The B4 phase responds to the imperative to grow in nanometer-scale channels by growing single HNFs in each channel, a robust outcome that is generic, relying only on the phase structure and not on the specific details of the LC molecular structure. The very low solubility of all but other bent core molecules within the HNF layering (19, 33) enables the growth of channels with virtually any dopant deposited in the chiral channels from an initial B4 host/dopant mixture.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of 1D Nanochannels and Nanoconfined HNFs. To prepare 1D confining structures, AAO films were synthesized with the various dimensions of the pores (20∼100 μm) with the fixed depth (L = 5 μm) by the two-step anodization method as described in a previous report (34) . After pore widening in AAO film, silica thin films were coated on the surface of inner surface by surface sol-gel process for TEM analysis of HNFs (35, 36) . Then, NOBOW placed on the top of the films was introduced to the nanochannels by simply increasing the surface temperature up to that of isotropic phase (185°C). The samples at isotropic melt state are slowly cooled down to B2 smectic state (155°C), which are rather fluidic but strongly anchored by the channel wall, then residual bulk HNFs were clearly removed by gentle wiping with tips. The samples were reheated to isotropic temperature clearing its thermal history, then only nanoconfined HNFs could be obtained without the bulk information after recooling process (5°C/min) toward the crystalline B4 state (25°C).
EM Imaging Analysis. For SEM study, small fragments of AAO film (∼2 × ∼5 mm) containing nanoconfined HNFs were prepared at room temperature after finishing the whole evolution of HNFs. Then the films were gently bent from both ends to make the internal cracks at the center, resulting in the exposure of crosssection view of nanoconfined HNFs. The samples were then coated with a 3-nmthick layer of platinum to minimize electron beam damage on the sample.
Next, for direct TEM imaging, the individual nanoconfined HNFs were isolated from AAO channels by dissolving aluminum oxide wall in 0.1 M NaOH solution for 1 h. Released individual HNFs were collected by centrifuge tube filtering, then dropped onto the TEM grid (carbon-supported, 300 meshes). The precoated silica layer on the inner AAO wall acts as a
